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Internationally coordinated climate initiatives (e.g. CORDEX or CMIP5) collect large multi-model ensembles
of climate simulations to provide a sample of potential outcomes. Due to their large model biases, the climate
models are used for sensitivity experiments in the context of climate change, rather than for reproducing exact
climatological conditions. In other words, the main model output from model simulations under a certain
greenhouse gas scenario are the climate changes or trends rather than the absolute values.
The ensemble simulations are perfectly reliable when the reality (observations) can be considered as a
member from the ensemble. The reliability of climate predictions was already investigated on different time
scales, from monthly and seasonal up to decadal ones (Räisänen, 2007; Weisheimer, 2011; Corti, 212). However,
it has been shown that global models cannot reliably reproduce climate change trends of the past decades (Van
Oldenborgh et al. 2013). More specifically, for both precipitation and temperature, the observations are more
frequently an outlier to the CMIP5 ensemble than expected. Such underdispersive ensembles are common to
medium-range ensemble weather forecasting. However, in numerical weather predictions, the lack of reliability is
overcome by the use of advanced bias-correction methods (Van Schaeybroeck and Vannitsem, 2015).
We present an application of such post-processing (also called Model Output Statistics, MOS) techniques
to climate predictions, with the aim of increasing the reliability of climate trends from the CORDEX ensemble.
After a validation of the method on a historical period, we apply the calibration to different future near-term
scenarios. The applied technique allows to correct each ensemble member in such a way that spatio-temporal
correlations are preserved.
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